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The concept initiated by Louis Bachelier (1900) in „Théorie de la Spéculation”; rediscovered by Paul A. 
Samuelson (1956) and finally picked up by Eugene F. Fama (1965): „The Behavior of Stock Market Prices”. 

It holds that in an ideal market, all relevant information is priced into a security on the spot. 

Therefore the market price is the best proxy of intrinsic value and no one can beat the market. 

EMH has one theoretical basis and four major assumptions: 

EMH is is based on the concept of competitive markets. This is an ideal marketplace, where 
arbitrage competition among rationale, profit maximising investors creates efficient markets. As 
new information shows up, all investors receive and digest it. They, then act rationally and 
adjust their bid/ask prices to reflect the new intristic value. If price deviates from its true value, 
arbitrageurs rush in and quickly restore the market equilibrium. There are three levels of EMH: 

1) Weak form of market efficiency: all past price data is built into today’s price. One cannot 
beat the market analysing past price patterns. Technical analysis does not work. 

2) Semi-strong form of market efficiency: all publicly available information is reflected in the 
price. No use of analysing company data. Fundamental analysis does not work. 

3) Strong form of market efficiency: even hidden and insider information is quickly built into 
the prices. In such a case: Nothing does work.  Stay passive as Samuelson once advised. 

The intellectual bedrock of modern finance is the 
Efficient Markets Hypothesis (EMH)  
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1) Market players are rational: they are self-interested profit maximisers in the Adam 
Smith-ian sense. They weigh risk-reward, share the same economic utility functions, thus 
build an efficient portfolio according to the Markowitz (MPT) and Sharpe (CAPM) models. 
They miss no arbitrage opportunity, thus they keep the market efficient. 

2) Market players are roughly identical: they share the above elaborated rationality 
criteria, have homogenous expectations, price takers, none is big enough to influence the 
market alone. Like molecules in gas: identical and individually negligible.  

3) Price change is continuous: as Alfred Marshall put it (1890): nature does not make 
leaps. Prices move smoothly as the temperature moves, and do not leap or jump. This is 
the assumption also behind modern econometrics. 

4) Price changes follow a Brownian motion (ideally a random walk): 

a) Price changes are independent. Studying past prices gives no clue of today’s. Like 
the fair game of coin toss. At each toss one has a 50-50% chance for heads or tails. 

b) Price changes are stationary. The probability process, generating the outcomes 
remains the same. In the fair game of coin toss: the coin remains the same all over. 

c) The distribution of price changes follows the Gaussian normal distribution. 

The assumptions behind EMH 
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Empirical evidence, fresh theories, and even common sense (that is not so common..) 
challenge both the base and the assumptions. The first problem is with the base: 

The competitive markets on which EMH is based are ideal worldly efficient markets. This 
primarily means information efficiency ... 

... in the sense that the omnipotent no-arbitrage clause of market efficiency assumes that once 
an information is generated related to a security, it is instantly shared by all market participiants. 
They react to this info homogenously as one and rationally. They digest, understand and 
evaluate that piece of information equally well and come roughly to the same conclusions. 

In reality: input-side information is never equally distributed. Information is costly to acquire in 
the first place. Also, there is such a vast amount of it, that it is imposible to process all at the 
same time. Market players, as humans, have a cognitive limit to input, digest and assess info.  

Indeed: it takes education, experience and energy to get the right information, apply the right 
information filters, use the right processes to digest the filtered info and reach an educated 
conclusion. These limiting factors alone warrant that there are huge discrepancies between 
different strata of market players. And that is why professional investment traits, like 
research, quant work, fundamental, tech- and behavioural analysis tools all work to some extent.  

 

There is no such thing as a fully competitive market. Thus no efficient market exists. 

 

The flaws of the Efficient Markets Hypothesis: a rot in the base 
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The flaws of the Efficient Markets Hypothesis: assumptions 1 to 3 

1) Market players are not rational: humans face bounded rationality (Simon, 1986) and 
often act irrationally and emotionally in economic decisions (Tversky & Kahneman, 1979, 
1983). They do not think in terms of some abstract utility function. They are not profit 
maximisers and often too risk takers or too risk averse.  

2) Market players are not identical: on the contrary, they display a great degree of 
divergence. Some big ones are even price manipulators. There are different investment 
horizons, some are value, others growth investors. Some look at fundamentals, some look 
only at the trends and patters. Many go short when others long. The market is a non-linear 
system of many divergent player types, assumptions and positions. It is a stochastic place. 

3) Price change is not continuous: in reality, prices do jump and go by leaps. That is why 
NYSE keeps specialists to stand in between two sides in case of order imbalances. When the 
lowest sell order is still above the highest buy level. It happens daily.  

 That substracts a lot from potential market efficiency and adds a lot to percieved market risk. 
Most traders (me once inclued) often falls into the illusion that he will protect his risk budget 
via a stop-loss order. One could, if markets were to change in a continous fashion. But they 
leap and do so so especially when you need precise execution: in times of turbolence. A 
stop-loss order, say at the -5% mark, might be bypassed by the market in a milisecond. When 
your order clicks in, the broker or algo simply sees no -5% on the buy side, only -6%. In the 
real world of trading, profits get clipped on the up- and losses stretched on the downside.  
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The flaws of the Efficient Markets Hypothesis: where it matters most 

Behind EMH the fourth assumption is the most fundamental as it literally underpins modern 
finance.  It is also the most complex and the most flawed. So it is worth digging a little deeper. 

Every tool of finance uses price as the primary raw input variable. It looks at the change of price 
and statistics (var, sd, covar, corr..) of the change. Then it uses the characteristics of this 
statistics to describe the present and project the future. Beyond Fama’s EMH, the 3 most 
important tools in mainstream finance are just as much built on the Brownian motion assump- 
tion as they are on EMH. These three tools answer the fundamental questions of finance: 

1) What is the optimal Risk – Reward profile? To answer this, one must define both reward 
and risk. Then one can build an efficient portfolio. Harry Markowitz  gave the answer in his 
Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT). Reward and risk: mean and variance, with these statistics 
(plus covar and correlation) one can construct the efficient frontier. 

2) What is an Asset worth? If one can answer this, the Markowitz model can be simplified. 
William F. Sharpe recognised that the market itself does the Markowitz calculations. Given 
that, one has to compare the asset only to the market portfolio. Measure its reaction to 
market changes. That is the regression beta. Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) was born. 

3) What is Risk worth? The answer came from Black & Scholes. Their option pricing model is 
based on price changes that are: independent, stationary and normally distributed. Brownian. 
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The case in Brownian motion – a primer 
The Scottich botanist Robert Brown studied pollens jiggling in water. He realised that their 
movement is a random physical phenomenon and received credit under his name for the 
discovery. In finance the security prices are the pollens in the water pool of the market. It is 
assumed that the price of a security, St follows a stochastic Geometric Brownian motion 
process with a constant expected return (drift) µ and volatility σ  :    
    
where dz is an increment of a Gaussian random walk z with variance √dt. In colours: 
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The case against Brownian motion – independence assumption 

Price changes are NOT independent of each other. Much research by now shows this. I will 
just present a basic argument set on the next slides. It is also something that one can even 
„feel” when trading in the futures markets both in the commo and the equity indices markets. 

Financial price series often seem to have a memory of some sort. The most striking feature is 
that market turbolence, or volatility tend to cluster in a relatively tight pocket of trading time 
window. When prices swing wildly up or down in a given day, the probability that in the coming 
days they will do so again, increases. It is not correlation. It is dependence. A 5 percent fall 
today simply increases the odds of such an absolute change in the coming days. Correlation 
may go but dependence stays. Thus independence vanishes.  

The fall of the independence assumption poses same challenges to those accepting the new 
stochastics of finance (and also those who not ...). The consequence of realisation of 
dependence and that volatility clusters is that market timing matters greatly in investment 
decisions. Big gains and also losses concentrate in small packages of trading time. This is 
good news to those who realise: there are indeed recurring patterns in price changes.  

The data thus shows that the magnitude of present price changes depends on those of the 
past. As past actions reverberate into the future. Accepting this still does not help one to 
forecast prices. But it helps to estimate odds of future volatility, changes in the volatility profile 
of the market. This means, that even if sure bet assets still cannot be identified, but better risk 
budgeting decisions can be made. And risk management is half the profit after all ... 
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Volatility clusters, prices have memory ... 
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... thus big P&L is done is a relatively tight time frame: 
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The case against Brownian motion – normality assumption 
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Summary of key findings 
Orthodox mainstream financial theory is based on several assumptions. Let us brush aside 
received wisdom and be objective observers. See what actually goes on instead of beliefs: 

Market players are not uniformly rational and not homogenous. They are a mix of rational and 
emotional and show very colourful gamut of investment styles and ojectives.  

Markets are not linear and continuous. Markets are turbolent: high concentrations of „outlier” 
events, dependence of events, all imply that markets have memories and patterns do exist. All 
this is a much wilder variation than that allowed by the normal distribution assumption. 

Because of all this, markets are more risky than the standard models suggest. The risk of major 
falls (ruin events) are much higher than official theory suggests. This market uncertainty is 
inherent and a normal feature given the complexity of the system. Masses of people follow the 
herd instict. Adding these two axioms up, follows that market delusions and bubbles are 
inevitable.  

This market turbolence clusters, creating hotspots of concentration of massive leaps. Thus 
timing is extremely important. Apart from past price statistics, human behaviour is also worth 
studying when doing investment decisions. For markets through all ages and spaces share a core 
dynamics based upon the stationary quality of the human mindset. So market outcomes share 
some endogenous variables. Knowing them thus helps investment . 

Given all above, the concept of Value becomes rather subjective and mercurial. As opposed to 
classic theory, there is no stable intrinsic mean value with a small „normal” variation around it. 
Rather: value is a transient market consensus. Equlibrium requires constant arbitrage. 
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The nature of this new 
Stochastics – the nature of 

Chance 
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... is probability, or more broadly: chance.  

Chance sorround us like a matrix. It is all 

over, in every inch, every minute, every 

game of life. Just as in finance also in 

love, health, work, exploration and our 

next minute.  

Modern Financial Theory is built upon the 

orthodox assumption that the this chance 

of life in general has a Gaussian, that is: 

normal distribution. Its formula goes 

like this: 

So as we saw, the number one underlying concept in Finance ... 

In a Gaussian, „normal” world, life is predictably compact. A 

full 68.27% of events lies within the +/-1 SD range of the 

mean. 99.73% within the +/-3 SD range. Only 0.27% of all 

events are troublemaker outliers beyond the 3 SD range : 
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Already Scholes pointed out that their 

normal distribution assumption behind the 

Black – Scholes option pricing formula may 

be flawed. But still, a whole sytem of 

finance tought was built upon that 

premise.  

Asset prices rather follow a more fat tailed 

assymetric distribution, one used 

extensively in experimental physics, called 

Lévy distribution for non-negative 

random variables. That is: you have no 

negative stock price.  

But real life experience shows that the world is not Gaussian 

However, when fitting asset price changes, we look for a 

distribution that is two-sided, as changes can be negative also: 
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The Cauchy distribution is used in statistics to 

describe a pathological empirical distribution. A bad 

boy in the leauge of distributions as its mean is not 

defined and its variance is infinite. Imagine a shooter 

with an extremely powerful rifle standing in front of a 

wall, many miles long in each directions. The shooter 

is blindfolded and swivels back and forth as he 

shoots. One shot is just 1 meter from the target, but 

the next one can be 2 miles if he turns so. In a 

Gaussian world, even the wildest outlier shots have a 

negligible contribution to the average. It oscillates 

stable. But in this Cauchy world, the next 1 mile 

offshoot can totally kill the average of the previous 

100 precise hits. Average thus constantly swings and 

never converges. Variance then is infinitely large. 

So that is another way to look at the world 

No average or SD here, only a location and a scale parameter: 

Events are much less concentrated and more spread 

out toward extreme values than in normal distribution: 
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In the world set by Cauchy rules, the errors (hits) are NOT 

distributed as near-uniform grains of a Gaussian sand beach. 

They are rather a composite of:  

- Rock ridges     

  and 

- Boulders 

  and 

 - Pebbles and 

 - Grains of sand 

 

The nature of the worlds: in physical space and in randomness 
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Both are coastlines. But the Maldivean is mild, while the Scottish is wild. Two states of landscape. Think 

randomness the same way: there is a mild state of randomness, like the solid state of matter. Changes are 

proportional, structures are stable, energies are low, volume is fixed. A Gaussian world. The other 

extreme is wild randomness, like the gaseous state of matter. High energies, no structure, no volume. Like 

the Scottish coastline: fluctuatuions from T to T+1 are limitless and bewildering. A wild, Cauchy world.  
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So far I argued for a potential change in the way we think about chance in the financial world. It might seem 

as a call for a paradigm shift unprecedented in modern scientific thought. But is is not.  Such shift in thinking 

has already taken place in Oceanography, regarding a rare phenomena, called „rouge waves”. 

Such a wave is an outlier for a given time and space of the Ocean. That is: its hight is at least twice than 

the significant wave height (SWH). This latter one is defined as the average of the largest one third of 

waves in an area at a given time. If the average wave height is 10 metres, and the average of the highest 

one third (SWH) is 15 metres, then a rouge wave is at least 30 metres high, that is 3 times higher than the 

overall average. This is really a suddenly towering monster among the average 10 m waves. 

No wonder, that till the 1970-ties such maritime accounts were regarded as mere folk tales. Why? Such huge 

waves simply did not fit into the prevailing wave models, that used linear probability models using the 

Raleigh distribution for wave heights. This a continuous  distribution and a Gaussian one. Sounds familiar, 

right? According to this model such waves could only occur once in a thousand years. But they do appear 

yearly. Solution: the underlying assumptions were wrong. Research is still mixed but the consensus 

nowadays gravitates toward more sophisticated non-linear Schrödinger-type equations.  

The changed nature of our view of chance: in the open Ocean 
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This already comes from quantum physics, a new 

type of stochastics. Scientific evidence for the 

existence of such „outlier” waves came in 1995 when 

the North Sea based Draupner oil rig saw a 25.6 

metres wave on a sea with a laser beam where the 

mean wave height at that time was only 8 metres:  
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Torridon Investment Research was founded in 2012 as a BVI company serving primarily clients in the CEE region and 
headquartered in Budapest, Hungary. Originally we were dedicated solely to investment research and advisory. 
 
In 2015 the company has widened its scope to include active wealth management and private banking services. In this 
capacity we manage money for private and institutional clients. The format of management is either dedicated account or 
privately subscribed fund based. 
 
We are sceptic and critical thinkers. We never assume and always ask. This faculty of ours made us to develop 
an unorthodox approach to the markets as we believe in the non-Efficient Markets Hyphotesis. Thus we recognise the 
importance of the human element in market behaviour and see markets as naturally irrational as the humans that move them. 
Therefore our primary analytical tool is technical analysis and behavioural economics. We also employ classic fundamental 
analysis, but only after actual price action justified our interest in a given investment.  
 
We venture where the mainstream wealth and fund managers rarely do. We extensively research and trade in the global 
forex and commodities markets. Positions here are typically in the form of highly liquid traded futures. In equities our 
speciality is small to mid-range companies, with a special focus on emerging niche stories. In this asset class we invest in 
both equity index traded futures and individual shares. We mostly do passive bond management to provide baseline return to 
our investors and use regional and global low-cost money-market funds to take care of cash management. 

 
 Contacts:   Mobile: +36 30 338-3713          E-mail 1: rzt@torridonresearch.com 

 
 

 

Corporate operating address:  Torridon Investment Research, 1114 Hungary, Budapest, Orlay u. 3.  

Corporate website:    http://torridonresearch-com.webnode.hu/  
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